In order to provide access to resources that use https, your EZproxy server must be configured with an SSL certificate.

Nexis Uni requires EZproxy 6.1 or higher. This stanza utilizes HTTPHeader behavior that was introduced in EZproxy 6.1.

**Important:** Customers migrating from LexisNexis Academic to Nexis Uni must place the Nexis Uni stanza above any legacy LexisNexis stanzas in config.txt.

```plaintext
Title Nexis Uni
HTTPMethod PUT
HTTPMethod DELETE
HTTPMethod PATCH
HTTPHeader -request -unrewrite X-LN-PreviousRequestId
HTTPHeader -request -unrewrite X-Requested-With
HTTPHeader -request -unrewrite X-LN-CurrentRequestId
HTTPHeader -request -unrewrite X-RE-Ref
HTTPHeader -request -unrewrite X-UA-Compatible
HTTPHeader -request -unrewrite X-LN-InstanceId
HTTPHeader -request -unrewrite X-LN-PageMode
HTTPHeader -response -process X-LN-PreviousRequestId
HTTPHeader -response -process X-Requested-With
HTTPHeader -response -process X-LN-CurrentRequestId
HTTPHeader -response -process X-RE-Ref
HTTPHeader -response -process X-UA-Compatible
HTTPHeader -response -process X-LN-InstanceId
HTTPHeader -response -process X-LN-PageMode
HTTPHeader -response -process X-AspNetMvc-Version
URL https://www.nexisuni.com
HJ https://advance.lexis.com
DJ lexisnexis.com
DJ lexis.com
DJ advance.lexis.com
DJ signin.lexisnexis.com
DJ nxisuni.com
HJ www.nxisuni.com
HJ https://www.nxisuni.com
HJ advance.lexis.com
HJ signin.lexisnexis.com
HJ lexis.com
HJ lexisnexis.com
HJ https://www.totalpatentone.com
Find location.hostname
Replace location.host
Find = "www.lexisnexis.com"
Replace = "^www.lexisnexis.com^"
```
Find &unix=https://
Replace &unix=https://^A
Find GetCookie("LNAUTH")
Replace "LNAUTH-IP"
Find NAME="_PRIORREFERER" VALUE="http://
Replace NAME="_PRIORREFERER" VALUE="http://^A
Find NAME="_PRIORREFERER" VALUE="https://
Replace NAME="_PRIORREFERER" VALUE="https://^A

NOTE: A previously published version of this stanza (July 13, 2017) contained a typographical error ("X-RequestedWith" instead of "X-Requested-With"). It also contained an unnecessary "Option Cookie" directive at the bottom of the stanza.